Searching the Foreign Language news in Lexis Nexis Academic

At the library homepage, scroll down and click Databases A-Z. From the alphabetical list, choose Lexis Nexis Academic.

At the homepage, click “Search by Subject or Topic.” From the dropdown menu choose Foreign Language News.

At the next screen click Advanced Options. Under Language, choose French. Click Apply.

Try this search. The exclamation point will get all forms of the word: télé, télévision, télévisé. LENGTH > 1000 will retrieve articles at least 1,000 words long (rather than just shorter features).
This retrieves 105 articles.

You can search for a particular word in your results, such as **structure**:

Notice that on the left-hand side of the screen, your results are categorized in many ways. For instance, you can read articles from magazines specifically: